
xEmissions	
xEmissions is a simple and powerful solution to help 
companies calculate and track air, water, and waste 
emissions information. With xEmissions companies 
can leverage various libraries and calculation 
templates to create a new solution or improve their 
existing spreadsheet solutions. The approach can 
be cost effective for both small companies and large 
enterprise organizations. 

Auditable Emission Inventories 

With xEmissions, users are in control of the 
calculations going into their emission inventories 
and regulatory reports. By leveraging Excel®, all 
calculations are easily identified and tracked for 
audit purposes. Calculations are not hidden in 
some complicated calculation engine. 

Web Dashboard to Verify and Validate Data 

The xEmissions dashboard makes it easy for a 
company to review and analyze data that has been 
collected. Trends and deviations are easy to identify.	

Rolling Averages and Limit Checking 

With all data going to the xEmissions database, 
rolling averages and limit checking can be done with 
automated calculations on the database. Excel can 
even be used to configure these automated 
calculations; consequently, eliminating the need to 
learn a custom calculation tool.	

	

Why Choose xEmissions? 
Easiest to Use. Leveraging Excel, there is no 
need to learn another environmental calculation 
and reporting tool, making the xEmissions the 
preferred solution for maintenance and ease  
of use. 

High Value. Since staff already knows Excel, 
training and operation costs are reduced. 

Best Technology. Excel is proven for processing 
analytics, charting, and reporting. xEmissions 
provides a 24x7 cloud database with analysis, 
data governance and collaboration capabilities.  

Leverage Existing Analysis and Reporting 
Resources. Enhance current Excel data and 
reports with xEmissions. 

xEmissions simplifies the calculation, data 
management, and reporting of emissions. 



	

Automated and Familiar Data Collection 
Operations data collection from the field is often an 
important challenge. With xEmissions field users can 
use their familiar Excel spreadsheets to post their data 
into the xEmissions database directly. 

Regulatory Calculations and Reporting 
With xEmissions users are able to implement 
whatever protocol necessary. Excel calculation 
templates provided by regulatory agencies or NGOs 
can easily be adapted for use by xEmissions. 
xEmissions can provide data in XML or Excel formats 
to meet regulatory requirements. 

Promote and Control Collaboration 
Business processes associated with environmental 
emissions work best within strong collaboration 
environments. xEmissions promotes collaboration 
through data sharing and notification capabilities. 
Users have complete control of who has access to the 
data that they own.  

Integration with Corporate Systems 

xEmissions can tightly integrate CEMS, maintenance, 
asset management and other corporate systems 
using a complete Application Programming Interface 
(API) made available by xOverTime. 

 

Security, Administration and Data Governance 

xEmissions is designed for enterprise use with strong 
data governance principles. xOverTime’s information 
security policies follow ISO 27000 standards. 

Microsoft® Excel Ease of Use 
xEmissions leverages Excel, making it easy to use 
and customize. Users know Excel and as shown 
below it is easy to build pivots tables, charts, etc. 

Services and Training 
Because xEmissions leverages Microsoft  
Excel, customers can quickly employ the 
software and be productive. However, the 
xOverTime services team and consulting 
partners are available to help implement and 
maintain any solution.  

Services include: 

§ Requirements Assessment 
§ Solution and Business Process Design 
§ Data Collection Processes 
§ System Integration 
§ Analytics 
§ Report Generation 
§ Training 
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